“Pro-DPRK propaganda agent?”
OA May 19 2018
VISUAL
Protests in
Hollywood

SOUND
■Protesters
Na) March in Los Angeles.
Protesters gather in Hollywood where tourists visit.
Many are Korean Americans.

Sign

Na) Sign says “Stop economic sanctions on DPRK” etc.

Protester
originally from
South Korea

■Protester originally from South Korea

Report on a sign

154055~154118
Having conversation is better chance. If there is nothing
but nuclear weapon lean on, if …leading NK, I cannot
give a NUKE, because it does only one which keep me
safe. From NK point of view, we are eliminating option,
but looking having more military weapon because of
sanction.

Na) They say this is a protest for avoiding a war with
DPRK and supporting reunification.
■Takeuchi report
152140~56
Look at this. It says DPRK has the right to
self-defense. It seems to justify nuclear armed North
Korea.
Na) Along with anti-war activists is a pro-DPRK group.
Those people support DPRK and Kim Jong-Un regime.

Melee

Na) There was a bit of melee.

Anti-DPRK group
surrounded by
the police

■ Sound of the melee
Na) The man who burst in on the pro-DPRK group is an
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anti-DPRK, an escapee from DPRK.

Crazy
anti-DPRKwoman

Na) Anti-DPRK group moved across the street and
started a counter-protest.
■Crazy Woman

Anti-DPRK man

ON

154819~4844
Woman) we support Trump. Trump, please NK make
war. Make war. You understand? I want get out of
Moon Jein.
Mei) What do you wanna say to them?
Woman) Our country is free. I want free. I don’t want
Kim Jong Il. I don’t want Kim Il Sung, I hate Kim
Jong Un.

）
■Young Man

ON

154952 ~5020
I don’t know why they support still Kim Jong Un regime.
They want to keep Kim Jong Un regime. Kim jong Un
as you know dictator. He is genocide criminal. So
many NK people died because of starvation under
dictator Kim Jong Un. We have to end Kim Jong Un
regime to change it.
155032~49
Mei) They are all Pro-NK?
Young man) they are all pro-NK. More than pro-NK.
Looks like
NK spy. They have a order kind of that. So many
Americans
don’t know about that. We know it.
Na) The U.S. and DPRK seem to be moving towards
dialogue and pro-DPRK people seem to be gaining
momentum.
B-roll of protests
Ms. Terry B-roll

Na) Ms. Sue Mi Terry, a former CIA analyst for the
Korean Peninsula, finds this problematic.
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Ms. Terry INTV

■Sue Mi Terry ON
153906~3943
I do think it's a problem, because they are trying to
impact US
policy towards N. Korea. And they are even very
pro-north
leaning academics and I think that's also a problem,
because they
confuse with policy folks. I see it as more of a problem
but I know
that there are robust pro-north groups in the US.
Q:Do you think they are controlled by N. Korean
government?
A:I think it's not uniform. I think some are influenced
or controlled by the N. Korean government．

＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊CM＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊
■

LA Koreatown

Walking in front
of the house
Greetings
Minjok Tongshin
Youtube
Youtube
(original sound）

Na) Koreatown in LA.
This town continues to grow with immigrants from
South Korea.
Na) In the residential area on the edge of Koreatown
lives a central pro-DPRK figure.
U.S. and S. Korean experts are suspicious that this man
is manipulating public opinion under the instruction
from DPRK.

■Greetings
Na) Mr. Roh Kil-nam. 74 years old.
citizen bornin South Korea.

An American

Na）He is an editor-in-chief of news website “Minjok
Youtube
（original sound）

Tongshin” that reports situation in North Korea.
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Minjok Tongshin
HP

Na) Articles are written in English and Korean and
YouTube reports from Pyongyang are full of praises
for the Kim Jong-Un regime.

Typing PC
■Roh Kil-nam ON
Mr. Roh stands
up
Mr. Roh INTV
（吹き替え）

154159~4217

Under the strained situation, citizens of Pyongyang are
playing in the swimming pool. But if there is a war,
mothers and fathers are determined to take up guns
and drive away enemies. I am watching such citizens
of Pyongyang.
Na) He stresses that DPRK will defeat the U.S.A.
■Roh Kil-nam ON 154714~4735
I felt that the future of the Republic is bright. I felt
again and moved that the U.S.-DPRK confrontation
will surely result in the latter’s victory, brought by
the power of science.
Na) The tone is very sim ilar to that of the DPRK national
m edia.

Na) This is being transmitted from the States.
Na) But Mr. Roh was upset to be seen with suspicion.
Mr. Roh driving
Kim Il-Sung, Kim
Jong-Il.
Mr. Roh INTV

■Mr. Roh Kil-nam ON
150537~0611
Mei) Is that a pro-North Korea website?
Roh) Many people say pro-Nort Korea, Pro-South Korea.
We have no meaning that kind of question and word.
We are pro-social justice. You understand what I
mean? We are pro-One Korea. Instead of 2 Koreas.
People say Pro- DPRK. That is not correct.
152433~2511
In South Korea, They taught students is a learn facts.
Not truth. I should give a fact. That’s why I have been
long time, you know, doing and wrighting truth.
Na) Mr. Roh was anti-establishment student during the
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Driving
Getting off the
car
Mr. Roh walking
the park

Park Chung-hee government.
He moved to the States in 1973 and studied at
University of Texas graduate school.
Na) Since 1990, he has visited North Korea for 75 times.
He has met Chairman Kim Il Sung, Committee
Chairman Kim.
We asked him his impressions.
■Mr. Roh Kil-nam ON

Mr. Roh INTV

Report

152604~26
He is a great man. I surprised. IM very proud of having
such kind of leaders in my country historical
background. Looking back our history no such a
leader so far. That’s why our country has been
invaded by other country.
152818~36
I think Great Great person. Then Shake hands. His
hand is big..I felt. Like quite same as a shook hands
with his grandfather. Mr Kim Il sung.
Na) The South Korean Government has been tough with
Mr. Roh.
It regards Minjok Tongshin as DPRK propaganda media
and shut down access from South Korea.

Mr. Roh INTV

Na) The FBI arrested a pro-DPRK activist, a friend of
Mr. Roh’s, on the allegation that he was involved in
spying activities under secret instructions from
North Korea’s spy agency.
Na) The U.S. and South Korean authorities watch Mr.
Roh’s activities, but he denies any instructions or
support from DPRK.
On the other hand…..

Mr. Roh INTV

■Walking
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■ Mr. Roh Kil-nam ON
■ 172942~51
Roh) This is a Kim Il Sung award. This is the Ph.D.
Mei) Ohhhh
Na) A PhD in politics from DPRK government
Na) This is a Kim Il Sung medal
The medal is awarded to those who contributed to the
development of and dissemination of the thoughts of
DPRK, given by the Supreme People’s Assembly.
Mr. Roh INTV
■Takeuchi report
173356~3435
Mei) This is heavy. Very heavy right? Real gold?
Roh) I think so.
Mei) Very heavy. This is the award – it has a Kim Il
Sung portrait.
■Mr. Roh Kil nam ON
173227~3310
Roh) I didnt expect at all. When I got this award,
Everybody I met in NK , DPRK people they surprised.
Everybody surprised. I did my job, I did my job as a
truth delivering journalist. That’s all. Why they gave
me.
173329~44
Mei) they highly evaluate you?
Roh) I think so. My position. I had to do. My job. Not for
them. My job.
Na) Then what is the “truth” that Mr. Roh wants to tell.
I asked him head-on.
■Mr. Roh Kil-nam ON
153958~4124
Mei) What do you think about NK’s nuclear program?
Roh) DPRK is very wise and smart. That’s why they
Mr. Roh INTV

made nuclear deterrence, they don’t say nuclear
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weapon. Nuclear deterrence. I give big hands to
DPRK. Unless DPRK has a nuclear deterrence, Trump
may destruct, invade it. But now , no more. DPRK has
surprising weapon, even US has not.

Na) Mr. Roh justifies DPRK’s nuclear arms with radical
assertion.
■Mr. Roh Kil-nam ON

Photos of
abductees

Mr. Roh INTV

152842~55
Mei) Whats your view of human rights and freedom in
NK?
Roh) Every western media ask them.
Mei) That’s very important question.
152919~3000
Roh) What is human rights. Definition of human rights.
You have a right to survive. You have a right to learn.
You have a right to (have) medical treatment. In
Capitalist contry, I ask this. No guarantees those
kind of question they respond. But socialist country,
especially DPRK, is a super No1 country of a
guarantee human rights.
153058~3116
Mei) But many people are starving.
Roh) People say capitalist news media….oh, human
rights. They have a right to make a drug, maybe
enjoying sex….those kind of human rights people say.

February in NY
Singing
Minjok Tongshin
site

153127~50
Mei) Mr Kim Joung Un is not a dictator?
Roh) Every people say dictator. Tyranny. I don’t think
so. His position is everything for people.
Na）This
is exactly the same as what DPRK asserts.
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Downtown DC

Symposium
Speech

■ Mr. Roh Kil-nam ON
161131~56
Mei ) What do you think about assassination of Kim
Jong Nam?
Roh) totally fake.
Mei) Is that fake?
Roh) not only fake, but also USA made those work, who
is behind, USA,CIA
Na) How would he defend the kidnapping of the
Japanese?
■Mr. Roh Kil-nam ON
161718~1805
Mei) do you think that’s fake story?
Roh) no I don’t think so. Kidnapped by NK. But Kim
Jong Il at that time he didn’t instruct. Lower ranking
people. They did. They admit. Then he opened tragetic
incident. Then Japan reversely used campaign..
Na) This was the same as the DPRK’s official statement.

Ms. Kim
Photo

Na) DPRK supporters justify DPRK with their own
assertion.
In February, they attended unification peace
demonstration in NY.
Na) Singing Arirang together with them was….

Ms. Kim INTV
＠White House

■ Ambassador singing ON
Na) Ambassador Ja Song-nam to North Korea’s
Permanent Mission to the UN.
■ Ambassador singing

Video of the

ON

Na) Mr. Roh’s website has this article.

meeting
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Ms. Kim at WH

Ms. Kim INTV

Na) This was a meeting in NJ by DPRK supporters from
all over the U.S.
In the center is Ambassador Ja.
According to participants, they drank and the
Ambassador told jokes and they had fun.
Na) DPRK supporters are solidifying unity.
Escapees from DRPK are concerned about such
activities.
They are engaged in anti-Kim Jong Un campaign in the
U.S.

Ms. Kim walking
in DC

Photo of the
meeting

Ms. Kim INTV

Na) On March 8, when the U.S.-DPRK Summit meeting
was announced, at a Washington university, escapee
women were telling about their experiences at a
symposium.
■ A woman who escaped from DPRK in 2010 ON
R-4
163259~3316
Today I will talk about life in NK. In NK, I live in
poverty in
Countryside during worst time of femine. ///many days I
starved.
Na) In the audience was a young lady.
Ms. Hyesoo Kim came from South Korea to Washington
for an internship
She is an escapee from DPRK.

Kim Jong Un

Na) Ms. Kim had a memorable experience in February.
She met President Trump at the White House.
■ Ms. Kim ON
121013~28
Kim) When I met him, he was so kind. He was very
interested about NK human rights. Especially NK
woman who were human trafficking to Chinese man.
121052~1101
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Mei) did he suggest solution of human rights?
Kim) He just I will try. He will push China.
Ms. Kim INTV
Na) The video of President Trump meeting 6 escapees
was broadcast all over the world.
Na) In fact, Ms. Kim also met President Trump in a
separate room.
There was a reason for this.
■ Ms. Kim ON
113527~12
Kim) No face.
Mei) Why is that?
Kim) My parents. If I did this one, they punish. Recently
they
didn’t shoot. My parent could be go political prison.

Trump SOTU

Speech

Na) Ms. Kim escaped DPRK by hersefl about 10 years
ago.
Chinese broker tried to sell her but she escaped and
walked over the Mekong and escaped into the South
Korean embassy in Cambodia.
Na) Ms. Kim told President Trump about her experience
and spoke about awful human rights abuse in DPRK.
She says that anyone who makes excuses for the Kim
Jong Un regime does not understand the real
situation.
■ Ms. Kim ON
114745~4829
Might be Pyongyang. Propaganda area. He didn’t see
exact real life in NK. Why many NK thousand people
escape from NK, I was lucky I didn’t get killed, I
didn’t go back. Reach Human trafficking, sold ///I’m
lucky. Most of NK woman married w Chinese.

Mr. Scarlatoiu

///mental problem.
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Mr. Scarlatoiu
INTV

114836~56
Even though that one, they don’t want to go back to NK.
Because they know how really bad. Life is bad, food,
no freedom everything. You can’t imagine.
Na）DPRK is showing its interest in having a dialogue
about nuclear and missile issues, but how about
human rights issuges?
Narration ＊Rodong Shinbun May 3
Americans raising human rights issues are obstacles to
moves towards dialogue and peace.
Na) One can tell that DPRK is sensitive to the U.S.
raising human rights issues.
Na) Ms. Kim says the time is now when we should raise
DPRK’s human rights issues.

White House

Mr. Scarlatoiu
INTV

■ Ms. Kim
113919~44
Unification. Or Kim Jong Un has to die. It’s impossible.
I think we have to push. We have to inform about real
North Korean life. How North Koreans badly live
daily life.
Na) President Trump raised the issue of DPRK’s human
rights abuse in this year’s State of the Union address.
■ President Trump ON 121831
No regime has oppressed its own citizens more totally or
brutally than the cruel dictatorship in North Korea.
He criticized the reign of terror and introduced a North
Korean escapee he had invited to the Congress.
■ President Trump ON

122432

Your great sacrifice is an inspiration to us all.

Thank
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you.
(Applause)
NA) SOTU and special meetings
Na) There was a person who worked hard so that
President Trump would raise DPRK’s human rights
issues.
Na) That is executive director Scarlatoiu of the
Committee on Human Rights in North Korea, a
Washington think tank.
■ Mr. Scarlatoiu ON
Q:Did you arrange it?
Scarlatiou) Yes
Q:When did it start?
Scarlatiou) It took us a few weeks of preparation. Of
course, that said , I was just happy to assist.
131540~1608
There is no better way, there is no more effective way of
delivering message other than the State of the Union
address in here in the US. And I would hope the US
president, President Trump, paying so much attention
to the human rights situation in N. Korea, would
encourage and inspire other world leaders to do the
same.
Na) Mr. Scarlatoiu who is in touch with the White House
sees this is how the diplomatic relations between the
U.S. and DPRK may progress.
Mr. Scarlatoiu ON
132234～
This administration has clearly signaled its interest in
the human rights and I believe human rights will not
be left aside. It will be a comprehensive approach to
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N. Korea, not necessarily bundle of issues: nukes,
missiles, human rights. This may be a two track
approach, but human rights will not be abandoned.

END
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